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The Israeli–Palestinian conflict has been the focus of much attention in the scholarly, policy, and activist communities. Although interpretations of the conflict vary, most discussions mix a variety of approaches, and some basic frameworks of analysis include: ‘clash of civilizations’ between the more ‘Western’ Israeli Jews and ‘Eastern’/‘Islamic’ Palestinian Arabs;1 social–psychological issues, including different cultural communication styles;2 competing land claims to the territory between the Jordan River and the Mediterranean Sea;3 and political movements seeking both self-determination and international recognition.4 As one can surmise from the list of ‘final status’ issues—including borders, refugees, settlements, and Jerusalem—that were postponed repeatedly during the years of the Oslo Peace Process (and which were not on the list of issues to discuss at the November 2007 Middle East conference in Annapolis hosted by the United States), issues of territory and identity are intertwined in the political processes that create
and sustain (and hopefully someday, resolve) the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. This article focuses particularly on the ways in which socio-political and ethical boundaries have been negotiated, contested and legitimized within Israeli society since the outbreak of the al-Aqsa intifada in late 2000 by analyzing the actions and narratives of the Israeli women’s group Machsom Watch. Specifically, this paper uses the theoretical framework of ‘territoriality’ to explain the policies and practices of the Israeli occupation as well as the strategies that Machsom Watch activists use in response.

Machsom (the Israeli term for ‘checkpoint’) Watch was founded in 2001 by three women with the intent of observing and documenting what was happening at the Israeli checkpoints. At first it consisted of those women and their activist friends and was focused on a few of the checkpoints around Jerusalem. Today the organization, run entirely by volunteers, has twice-daily shifts at all of the major checkpoints from the south to the north of the West Bank. Women are assigned to weekly shifts, usually in groups of three or four, and they go and stand watch at a particular checkpoint in order to observe, document (and intervene if necessary) what occurs in terms of passage or obstruction of people, human rights abuses, changing patterns of interaction and army procedure. After each shift, the women write up a report that is made available on the Machsom Watch website in both Hebrew and English. There is great diversity among the women who volunteer with Machsom Watch, and the groups in different parts of Israel vary in their approach to their shifts, their work, and the political situation. While many in the Jerusalem group engage in more political activities, including non-violent actions organized by other groups, other members of Machsom Watch focus on the human rights and humanitarian dimensions of the checkpoints. Before discussing the strategies, tactics and ‘internal’ tensions of the group, this article will first contextualize members’ activism by outlining the geopolitical landscape with which it negotiates.

Territoriality: Bounding Israel/Palestine

There is no question that boundaries are a contentious issue in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict; not only does Israel lack official state boundaries but the issue was one of several


6 Information on Machsom Watch comes primarily from discussions with activists while accompanying shifts in 2004–05 during a period of research partially funded by the Palestinian American Research Center (PARC). Where noted, I also draw on publications and reports available on their website as well as recent works discussing the practices of the organization.

7 For more about the founding of Machsom Watch and its practices, as well as its operating principles and group dynamics, see Yehudit Kirstein Keshet, Checkpoint Watch: Testimonies from Occupied Palestine (London: Zed Books, 2005), which was written by one of its co-founders.

8 Although Machsom Watch was started by a small group of political activists, as the group has grown (over 500 members as of 2005), it has attracted more ‘mainstream’ women who participate for reasons based more on humanitarian or human rights grounds. This tension will be discussed briefly later in this article. For a more extended discussion see Keshet, Checkpoint Watch, and Maia Carter Hallward, ‘Building space for peace: challenging the boundaries of Israel/Palestine,’ PhD dissertation, American University (2006).
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consistently put off for ‘final status’ negotiations during the Oslo years. Within the Israeli–Palestinian conflict the issue of boundaries is complicated by the interplay between geographic, political, and social identities: while the internationally recognized boundary of Israel is the ‘Green Line’ resulting from the 1949 armistice (also called the pre-1967 border), settlement policies that have resulted in Israeli Jews populating the West Bank and the continued presence of Palestinians in Israel proper (used to signify the internationally recognized pre-1967 boundaries) mean that Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs live on both sides of the line. This division is complicated by the fact that Palestinians west of the Green Line hold Israeli citizenship, while those living in the West Bank do not and those who live between the Green Line and the route of the separation barrier must apply for and receive permits from the Israeli military bureaucracy simply to live in their own homes. In contrast, those Israeli Jews living in West Bank settlements have full Israeli citizenship with access to the same (if not better) infrastructure as those living in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, or other Israeli cities west of the Green Line. A dual system of roads, a checkpoint regime, a dual legal system, and a number of other bureaucratic policies and procedures create and enforce the separation between Israeli Jews and Palestinians (as well as between Palestinian communities) on both sides of the Green Line.

Robert David Sack’s theory of territoriality is particularly useful in analyzing the issue of boundaries and the activism of Machsom Watch because it focuses on the drawing and communicating of boundaries as well as power relationships defining who and what can cross boundaries when. In the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, checkpoints have become the ultimate symbols of territoriality in action: in regulating movement, they create boundaries separating ‘Israelis’ and ‘Palestinians’ (as well as Palestinians from Palestinians) and create de facto boundaries between ‘Israel’ and ‘Palestine.’ In the course of their
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9 In this article I will focus on the West Bank and not the Gaza Strip for several reasons. (1) I was unable to obtain a permit to access Gaza during my field work and Machsom Watchers similarly cannot access Gaza, so the work of Machsom Watch and my own observations are limited geographically to the West Bank. (2) Settlers were evacuated from Gaza in 2005, although Israel remains in control of all entrance and exit points, as well as the airspace. (3) The West Bank and Gaza have different histories and socio-cultural-political dynamics which far exceed the space of this article; the West Bank (Judea and Samaria in Israeli official discourse) is much more important in the eyes of religious Jews and seen as integral to the Jewish state as it contains many of the religiously significant cities of Jewish history and tradition, i.e., Hevron (Hebron), Shechem (Nabulus), and Beth Lahem (Bethlehem).


activism, members of Machsom Watch challenge not only these boundaries of geography and ‘official’ identity but they also contest boundaries of (Jewish) morality by re-framing discourses involving ‘security’ and the lessons of the Holocaust. As noted by political geographer Gearoid O’Tuathail:

[The struggle over geography is also a conflict between competing images and imaginings, a contest of power and resistance that involves not only struggles to represent the materiality of physical geographic objects and boundaries but also the equally powerful and, in a different manner, the equally material force of discursive borders between an idealized Self and a demonized Other, between ‘us’ and ‘them.’]13

Consequently, it is important to look at the interaction of ‘spatializing’ discourses (‘sets of socio-cultural resources used by people in the construction of meaning about their world and their activities’)14 and identity constructions in strategies used by Israeli policy makers, soldiers, and Machsom Watchers when legitimizing their positions and activities. In the Israeli–Palestinian conflict this involves the extent to which boundaries such as the ‘Green Line’ and the route of the separation barrier are treated as legitimate.

Territoriality has a tendency to ‘neutralize’ the relationship between identity and geographic boundaries by classifying according to area rather than type.15 This means that all who live within a specific area are classified accordingly, regardless of felt identification or other personal characteristics (such as language, culture, etc.). The Oslo Accords, for example, divided the West Bank into areas A, B, or C, with different degrees of Palestinian and Israeli control vis-à-vis civil and security administration. Palestinian movement between areas is regulated according to the identity card—each of which is identified with a particular geographic location—they carry, regardless of family, personal, or work-related considerations.16 Likewise, discussions of Jewish settlements are often framed in ‘neutral’ planning language, pointing to the areas assigned to the settlement (which often far exceed the existing built-up area) rather than noting type-related characteristics, such as location on the West Bank, or Jewish-only population in the midst of a Palestinian Arab population, etc.17 Territoriality is ultimately about power and is embedded in social relations; an ‘area’ becomes a ‘territory’ only once its boundaries have been established, and territoriality only comes into play when an actor (individual or group) controls access and enforces those restrictions with action. Boundaries must be maintained constantly, and do not exist a priori in space or time.

15 Sack, Human Territoriality.
Instead, they are applied in various degrees to different people and at different times, and can be as simple as work regulations that keep employees in certain places at certain times of day.\(^{18}\)

Sack outlines 10 territorial ‘tendencies’ useful for examining policies and practices that impact social, political and geographic boundaries;\(^{19}\) several are particularly relevant for analyzing Machsom Watch activism. The *displacing* tendency shifts attention from the relationship between the controller and the controlled to the territory itself, by appealing to the laws relevant to that particular territory and ignoring the role of the controller (in this case the Israeli government and the settlement enterprise\(^{20}\)) in establishing those laws and defining the scope of their applicability. This is connected to another tendency, the focus on the *impersonal* relationships that result from classifying by area rather than type. In the case of Israel/Palestine, for example, those living in ‘Area A’ fall under a different set of laws than do those living in ‘Area C’ or those living within the boundaries of Israeli settlements. Jewish settlers living in the West Bank carry Israeli citizenship, have infrastructure that connects to pre-1967 Israel, and are under the jurisdiction of Israeli civil courts. Palestinians living in the West Bank fall under a complex mixture of Ottoman, Jordanian, and Palestinian law, emergency orders dating to the British mandate, and are under the jurisdiction of Israeli military courts. Which laws have precedence in which instances is complicated further by the different degrees of Palestinian autonomy in Areas A, B, and C (which were defined by Oslo but ultimately determined by Israeli military presence).\(^{21}\) The relationship between Palestinians and settlers is thus defined by membership categories dependent on living within a specific territory rather than being of a particular type of person, which can result in policies not appearing ‘racial’ provided one ignores the mechanism’s controlling ability to live in the settlements or change one’s legal place of residence.

Another example of the *impersonal* tendency (as well as that of *emptiable space*) is the system of restricted roads in the West Bank, which facilitate movement of settlers between their homes and their workplaces in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem without having to encounter Palestinians.\(^{22}\) The impact of these roads on Palestinian life and livelihood is not ‘seen.’ For example, the ‘sterile’ buffer zone created for the bypass roads requires destroying Palestinian houses that happen to exist within 50–75 meters of either side of the road; justification of the destruction is given in area-related language (location vis-à-vis the road), which impersonalizes (and hides) the human suffering induced by destroying a family home. For those driving on the new roads, the surrounding landscape is ‘empty’ of
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21 See Tilley, *One-state Solution*; Weizman, *Hollow Land*, p. 121; and author interview with Limor Yehuda, Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), Jerusalem, 4 April 2005.

inhabitants, as evidence of their existence was removed in the construction process. For Palestinians, however, restricted roads are highly personal; they dissect the West Bank and prevent them from accessing neighboring villages or sometimes even their own land (it is illegal for Palestinians to cross some roads even as they connect Israeli settlers directly to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem).

The primary focus of Machsom Watch—the checkpoints—is a classic symbol of territoriality. Checkpoints serve as gatekeepers; they delimit a boundary and soldiers staffing them enforce regulations regarding who can cross. The numerous checkpoints—47 permanent checkpoints within the West Bank in addition to 33 ‘last inspection points’ between Israel and the West Bank and hundreds of “flying” checkpoints—impede movement of Palestinians within the West Bank and can prevent Israelis from entering. The vast majority of checkpoints are located deep within the West Bank (including many of the ‘last inspection points’); consequently, they primarily affect Palestinians trying to conduct their daily lives. However, checkpoints also make Israeli–Palestinian interaction extremely difficult: Israeli law forbids Israeli citizens from entering areas under nominal Palestinian control (the major cities of Ramallah, Nablus, Bethlehem, and Hebron which were classified as Areas ‘A’ under the Oslo Accords), and it is extremely difficult for Palestinians to obtain permission to travel to Jerusalem or areas within 1948 Israel. Such restrictions amplify tendencies to stereotype the ‘Other’ as ‘Enemy’ and further solidify place (area)-based boundaries of identity.

Official language used to justify the checkpoints often reflects the displacing tendency of territoriality, as it shifts focus away from the location of the checkpoints (which are within the West Bank rather than along any ‘international’ border), as well as the relationship between the controllers and the controlled (it focuses on the regulation of who can cross and not on who has the power to make that classification).

In the course of their work, members of Machsom Watch (consciously or not) challenge these and other territorial tendencies, as will be discussed more in the sections that follow. In the process of ‘record[ing] and report[ing] the results of our observations to the widest possible audience, from the decision-making level to that of the general public,’ Watchers seek to stake claims deemed as legitimate by their audience(s). The terms used
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23 Nina Mayorek, ‘Let’s go see the West Bank,’ ‘Jerusalem Women Speak’ tour, Washington, DC, April 2005; and B’Tselem, Restrictions on Movement.


25 Israeli law prohibits Israeli citizens from entering Area ‘A,’ which is nominally under Palestinian civil and security control. Israeli settlers living in the West Bank are not stopped at checkpoints and generally are granted free access; all settlements were deemed Area ‘C’ under the Oslo Accords, with full Israeli civil and military control.

26 Machsom Watch, A Counterview: Checkpoints 2004 (Jerusalem: Machsom Watch, 2005), B’Tselem, Restrictions on Movement.


by Machsom Watch members (whom I will refer to as ‘Watchers’) have the additional effect of narrating what it means to be Jewish, Israeli, Palestinian, and/or a moral human being. Through the interplay of language and location, activism and articulation, Machsom Watch is involved in a complex negotiation over the boundaries (geographic, political, social and moral) of Israeli identity.

**Countering Territorialization: Machsom Watch Activism**

By default, the work of Machsom Watch challenges political, social, and geographic boundaries because they are monitoring the boundary regulators. Checkpoints represent territoriality in action: their presence communicates and delimits a boundary, and soldiers control access across that particular point. Machsom Watch members can affect flow across the boundary by documenting soldiers’ actions and intervening when necessary ‘to ensure that the human and civil rights of Palestinians in the Occupied Territories are protected.’ Watchers have also challenged boundaries by their presence at checkpoints deep inside the West Bank, where most Israelis fear to go; they show Palestinians the face of Israelis who are neither soldiers nor settlers, who work to end the occupation and thereby challenge certain stereotypes. Soldiers react differently to the Watchers’ challenge depending on the day, the circumstances, and the individuals involved. At times, this controlling force keeps Machsom Watch women on the ‘Israeli’ side of the checkpoint (although the Watchers often go to both sides, staying within a sometimes unspoken, sometimes dictated radius of the checkpoint infrastructure) and it usually regulates Palestinian passage across the checkpoint, although at some checkpoints people freely bypass the barrier a few hundred meters away in plain view of the soldiers. Many of the checkpoints monitored by the Machsom Watch women are within the West Bank, and so there is no clear ‘Israeli’ or ‘Palestinian’ side. Instead, these checkpoints separate Palestinian villages or serve to encircle major cities like Nablus so that it is difficult either to enter or leave; they also may demarcate a shift between Area ‘A’ and ‘B’ or ‘B’ and ‘C.’ At these checkpoints, in particular, Watchers challenge geographic and moral boundaries of ‘Israel’ and the ‘Israelis.’

**Displacing**

The very basic function of Machsom Watch counteracts the territorial tendency of *displacing*; by observing, they very purposefully shift attention back to the relationship between the controller and the controlled and away from the purportedly neutral regulation over who is permitted to cross (those with permits). Rather than allowing soldiers to ‘hide . . . behind anonymous orders . . . [and] discharge their orders, while responsibility for doing so is removed from them,’ Machsom Watch members sometimes ‘remind the
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29 For simplicity’s sake I use the term ‘soldier’ even though some checkpoints are staffed by members of the Border Police and others by soldiers in the Israeli Defense/Occupation Forces (IDF or IOF, depending on one’s frame of reference).

30 Machsom Watch, ‘About us.’

soldiers of their civic life inside Israel’ and hence their own accountability.32 Watchers go to the checkpoints armed with their list of contacts in the government, military coordinating offices, media, and civil society and their knowledge of human rights. Simply informing the soldiers that they are being observed can remind them of their agency and accountability in choosing how to implement ‘orders.’ The focus of the observations is not to pass judgment on individual soldiers, but rather to document and expose the function of the checkpoints as mechanisms of control and oppression rather than security. Although at times the practice of Machsom Watch observations involved noting if something ‘bad’ happened or if the soldiers were ‘not good,’ as one Watcher informed one of her colleagues on a shift I accompanied, ‘we’re not here to evaluate if the soldiers are “good” or not but to record and document the conditions.’33

Many of my informants noted that what they saw and what they raised awareness about were not necessarily sensational human rights violations, although those happened from time to time and they did what they could to avert them. Rather, they sought to reveal the creeping consolidation of Israeli occupation and control through twice-daily documented observations of the same places over a period of years. Machsom Watch women worked for the removal of the checkpoints, particularly those within Palestinian territory, because most of the checkpoints were not on the 1949 borders of Israel as recognized by the United Nations, but rather many kilometers inside the West Bank. Machsom Watch, in partnership with other organizations, has documented the controlling dynamics of the checkpoint regime, and its devastating impact on the Palestinian society and economy, including the ‘theft of freedom to control your own life in its most intimate and minute details.’34 Through their ongoing observation and regular presence, Watchers learn facts about the checkpoints as well as countless mechanisms of Israeli control over Palestinian society. For example, on a shift in Abu Dis, a Palestinian town on the eastern edge of Jerusalem, Watchers pointed out the way in which the Israeli authorities have used their power to shift the relationship of controller/controlled onto Palestinian families living in areas abutting the planned route of the separation barrier (which, in this location, is a concrete wall over 8 meters high). While the main road that used to link Jerusalem to Jericho via Abu Dis is completely blocked off by the wall, the rest of the route was still to be finalized, and consequently not yet built. In its place, a series of short walls, gates, and fences served as a ‘temporary’ barrier, to prevent (somewhat unsuccessfully) Abu Dis residents from passing through the houses and apartment buildings immediately along the access road. The women let me know that the gates were the responsibility of the Palestinians living in the houses behind (from our perspective on the ‘Jerusalem’ side, although both sides were actually Abu Dis) them. The Israeli authorities had promised the owners that their houses would be on the ‘Jerusalem’ side of the wall if they played territorial agent and regulated passage across their property, preventing people from the ‘Palestinian’ side from crossing until the wall was completed.35 Although it might look as

33 Author interview with Dalia (name changed by author to protect privacy), Huwarra checkpoint and environs, 25 May 2005.
34 Keshet, *Checkpoint Watch*, p. 16.
35 Author interview with Lauren, Naomi and Amy (names have been changed), Jerusalem-Abu Dis, 30 November 2004.
if Palestinians were simply taking owner’s prerogative in putting up fences, the fences were actually signs of Israeli control over the future (and present) life and livelihood of those same Palestinians. The Palestinians were forced to police their own people at their own expense or else suffer the consequences of also being walled off from Jerusalem.

One of the strategies that Machsom Watch uses to counteract the displacing tendency is to conduct (and to disseminate, via their listserv, website, and speaking tours) investigations of the bureaucratic procedures it takes to acquire a permit,\(^{36}\) for example, or the controlling impact of seemingly neutral policies or measures taken to ‘ease … the restrictions imposed on innocent members of the population.’\(^{37}\) Such reports focus specifically on the controlling nature of Israeli policies and procedures that are otherwise hidden to the casual observer. For example, a report co-authored with Physicians for Human Rights-Israel notes:

In contrast to the open violence, the occupying forces also engage in hidden violence. There is bureaucratic violence, which the film attached to this report attempts to uncover. The waiting for the permit which may or may not come, the lack of information as to whether the hatch will close before I have submitted my application for a permit, will they return me the documents supporting my application for a permit?—all these leave the DCL [District Coordination Liaison] and the soldiers staffing it in a position of total control, whose authority only gets stronger the more arbitrary it is. In the queue at the DCL—as opposed to that at the checkpoints—there is no Palestinian society, there are only individuals begging for a permit. As such, they are easy to control.\(^{38}\)

Just as this report documents the ways in which the DCL offices control the Palestinian population, another report uncovers the restrictive impact of an Israeli regulation (issued November 2003) allegedly designed to ‘facilitate the passage of Palestinian civilians who may desire to attend … [Ramadan prayers].’\(^{39}\) However, in the course of their research and observation at the District Coordinating Offices (DCOs)\(^{40}\) the Watchers ‘found plentiful evidence that the new regulation in fact did not serve to enable Palestinians to reach the Temple Mount to pray, but to prevent them from doing so.’\(^{41}\) The Watchers note that ‘as the proclamations that restrictions will be lifted multiply, so do new restrictions on


\(^{38}\) Ziv, *Bureaucracy of the Occupation*, p. 50; emphasis added.

\(^{39}\) IDF Spokesperson, quoted in Goldenberg, *Systematic Abuse*.

\(^{40}\) The eight DCOs in the West Bank are part of the Civil Administration, which is under the Ministry of Defense and has the task of overseeing civilian life in the West Bank. The DCO offices are often difficult to access because of their location off restricted roads (which means Palestinians need a permit to apply for one), and the operating hours are often inconvenient. For more discussion of the DCO policies and operating practices, see Ziv, *Bureaucracy of the Occupation*; Goldenberg, *Systematic Abuse*.

\(^{41}\) Goldenberg, *Systematic Abuse*. 
travel, worship’ and that the net impact of the Ramadan regulation was to require that a limited subset of ‘qualified’ Palestinians (men 45 years and older and women 35 years and older who have families) obtain an additional permit. The net result was that only 5000 permits were issued to a population of approximately 3 million (i.e., 0.2 percent). In addition, in the course of their research, the Watchers learned that because of the location of some of the DCO offices, Palestinians are caught in a Catch-22 situation because they need a permit to go to the office where they can apply for the permit they need.43

In addition to writing reports and speaking to the public, Machsom Watch members use their own positional power as citizens of the controlling power—most Watchers are middle class, educated, and well connected—to intervene and shift the dynamics of the relationship to a more ‘humane’ form of control. By assisting Palestinians in the placing of their claims, obtaining permits, and facilitating passage through the checkpoint by their presence and intervention in cases of severe human rights abuses, Machsom Watch women help Palestinians make claims on Israeli officials in the DCOs and use their own knowledge of the Hebrew language and connections with Israelis in power to move the permit process along. Such action is not without internal dilemmas for the women, as many shared their struggle with the tension between the long-term goal of ending the occupation and removing ‘internal’ checkpoints and the need for short-term strategies to cope with current realities. The women’s work at the checkpoints has resulted in some ‘improvements’ such as metal sheltering roofs at some checkpoints and ‘humanitarian lanes’ which come and go at most of the major checkpoints. While the women speak of these changes as proof of their impact, most noted these ‘successes’ with regret, as they further institutionalize and concretize (often literally) the checkpoints. Furthermore, the women noted that in many ways the military establishment needs them to give a humanitarian ‘seal of approval’ to their work, a mission which many of the women with whom I spoke found distasteful.45 While Machsom Watch has succeeded in raising the profile of the checkpoints and the fact that many of them are not on the border between ‘Israel’ and ‘Palestine,’ they have not prevented the building of large, expensive, permanent ‘terminals’ in Bethlehem and Qalandia that further hamper Palestinian social, religious and economic activity. The section that follows focuses on the ways in which Watchers personalize the checkpoint regime, after which we will turn to the narrative strategies that Watchers use to legitimize their perspective on ‘security’ and the ethical duties of Israeli Jews.

‘Personalizing’ the Impersonal: Providing a Human Face to the Checkpoints

Often the Watchers counteracted the displacing tendency through sharing stories and personal experiences that personalize an otherwise impersonal policy or regulation designed to improve the ‘security’ of Israel. In the process, Machsom Watch members re-inserted the Palestinians into the ‘empty’ or otherwise ‘off-limits’ landscape. Machsom

42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 Keshet, Checkpoint Watch.
45 Author interview with Rachel, Nora and Anat (names have been changed), Beit Iba/Sarra, 12 February 2005. For more discussion, see Keshet, Checkpoint Watch.
Watch used their shifts as opportunities for documenting the daily territorial tendencies exercised at checkpoints and for collecting stories from their encounters with Palestinians, to be shared later. In the process of these encounters, Israelis and Palestinians often create social ties that then affect boundaries of lived identity and geography. The following reflection, shared by a Watcher in a public speaking engagement, demonstrates this linkage between the controlling aspects of the checkpoint as well as a personal story to make Palestinians’ experiences at the checkpoint come alive:

Just imagine the amount of time you are wasting over the last four years. Even if you are crossing [the checkpoint] and people [soldiers] are polite, just try to calculate how much time is being wasted. People are late to their job if they are lucky enough to have one. People cannot really study, work or live because every inch of their autonomy is being controlled by someone else … I can decide when I eat, when I study, when I work. I can decide who comes in [to my apartment], where I go, how I do it … those things that are very trivial to us are not trivial at all to 2 million people.

Often the personalizing stories accompanied actions that challenged and re-configured assumed identities. For instance, on an evening shift to Qalandia (the main checkpoint between Ramallah and Jerusalem), the women I accompanied went even farther ‘over the line’ than most, venturing far down a road toward the Qalandia refugee camp and quarry on the Palestinian side of the checkpoint even as dusk fell. While walking and observing, the women counteracted the territorial tendency of impersonal by recounting ‘personal’ stories of Palestinians affected by Israeli bureaucratic procedures. The women noted that while on the surface the permit system was very civil (‘ impersonal’), upon closer examination it was not, since 500,000 Palestinians could not get permits due to lack of security clearance and were never told the reason. Machsom Watch investigation discovered that the reasons for this blacklisting include having a relative who was shot or was trying to cross a checkpoint without a permit. They told stories of individuals they had met, and about workers who go early in the morning (some as early as 3 or 4 a.m.), hoping for the best, that they will be allowed back through the checkpoint in the evening (many checkpoints are unidirectional, so that you are only checked going in one direction), since checkpoints now separate them from their place of employment. At times they are not allowed back in, however; families, workplaces and schools have been separated from each other, paralyzing daily life. As one Machsom Watcher remarked, this ‘forces [Palestinians] to transgress’ as they must commit a crime (illegally crossing a checkpoint) in order to live and feed their family. By telling me (and other Israeli citizens through their reports and presentations) such stories, the Machsom Watch women seek to counteract the ‘ impersonal’ tendency of the permit system. Many of the stories that Watchers shared had to do with the challenges faced by Palestinian families from different geographic areas, such as a husband from Gaza or from one of the Arab cities inside Israel (like Lod) and a wife from the West Bank. Rather than simply talking about how one was ‘illegally’ living in the West Bank, the stories shared the complexities of daily living arrangements when families could not obtain permits to be together after years of so doing. A regulation that
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otherwise seems impersonal—keeping out those without the proper permit—becomes a husband who cannot be with his family for the Muslim ‘eid and who hardly ever gets to see his children because he happens to be from Gaza and his wife from Bethlehem.47

Another way Machsom Watch women ‘personalized’ the checkpoint regime was through raising awareness about the diversity of Palestinian society. As one woman noted, ‘we need to see Palestinians in all of their differences just as we have so many differences in Israeli society . . . Society is a mix of types of people.’48 Through their reports, their conversations, and their regular observations, the women collected stories of the ‘mix of people’ constituting the Palestinian society as a way of working to humanize not only the Palestinian ‘other’ but also to connect personal stories documenting the impact of ‘impersonal’ polices of occupation. A photo exhibit that has traveled around Israel (and is housed online at their website as well) and a documentary film showing the very personal experience of Palestinians in the checkpoint ‘routine’ (complete with crying baby, crowded line, glaring sun, etc.) seek to personalize the checkpoints to an Israeli public accustomed to security checks at the entrance to malls, grocery stores, universities, etc. Watchers try to share images of the checkpoint to show that even when gross human rights violations do not occur, the checkpoint regime violates human rights through its prevention of university students from reaching their university, of keeping pregnant women from the medical assistance they need, keeping family members from visiting sick relatives who happen to live in another city or town.49 While they combat the impersonal tendency in the Israeli public sphere, Machsom Watch members also provide a personal face of non-military Israelis to the Palestinians passing through the checkpoints. Although before the Oslo Accords in particular there was much more interaction (albeit often unequal) between Israelis and Palestinians due to the large number of Palestinian workers in the Israeli economy, since the second intifada in particular such interaction has virtually ceased. On almost every shift I observed, parents passing through the checkpoint would bring their small children over to meet the Israeli women, telling their children that these, too, were Israelis and that not all were like the heavily armed soldiers and settlers.

Machsom Watch personalizing strategies are intimately connected with active discursive bounding practices that yoke together matters of geographic, political, social, and moral identities. These boundaries are contested, constantly negotiated, and heavily debated among the members of Machsom Watch as well as between Watchers and other members of Israeli society—including the soldiers whom they observe.50 Discussions among Watchers as to the appropriate relationship with the soldiers (i.e., whether it was okay to bring them cookies, whether it was proper to ‘volunteer’ to sit in the checkpoint along with the soldiers as some civilians do) further complicated the boundary between

47 Author interview with Eilat and Maya (names have been changed), Qalandia and a-Ram, 14 December 2004.
48 Author interview with Dalia.
49 As one Israeli journalist says: ‘the routine of the checkpoints, which robs from Palestinians hundreds of thousands of hours of life and energy every day, completely evades the Israeli media. This loss of time is a much more effective weapon than any artillery shell in draining the Palestinian people, until they agree to the solution of an enclave-state.’ Amira Hass, ‘Candy at the checkpoint,’ Haaretz, 6 September 2007, available at <http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/901373.html> (accessed October 2007).
Bounding ‘Self’ and ‘Other’: Questions of (Jewish) Morality, Identity and Security

Much of each shift at the checkpoint involves waiting and watching. It is only occasionally when a major human rights violation occurs (such as the widely publicized case of the Palestinian forced to play the violin at the checkpoint) and much of the time women talk with each other, share news, and process what they observed. On the shifts I accompanied, often the women would narrate the checkpoint ‘routine’ while also speaking to Palestinians crossing through the checkpoint or being detained at the side in order to learn about conditions inside the checkpoint and reasons they were pulled aside. Conversations like these show territoriality in action because they reveal which categories of people are allowed access across the boundary (the checkpoint) and which categories are not; at the same time they serve as boundary-negotiating processes that create separate identity categories. For example, on shifts at Huwarra, we spoke with a number of different ‘categories’ of Palestinians being detained by soldiers in the concrete holding cell, each with a different reason for being detained. One was a Bedouin Arab (an Israeli citizen) from the Negev who was held as he left Nablus since he had an Israeli ID and had been there ‘illegally’. Another was a woman, with a Jerusalem ID and three children under the age of 6 (whom she was trying to keep calm and still in the dusty, dirty ‘cell’ that was not even closed off from the surrounding area), who was detained for over an hour on the way back to Jerusalem after visiting her mother. For both of these individuals, they were detained on their way out of Nablus, even though technically what had been ‘illegal’ was their entrance into Nablus due to ‘security’ concerns for Israeli citizens.

Although Bedouins and Palestinian Jerusalemites are routinely excluded from the boundaries of Israeli identity (Bedouin villages who are citizens of Israel are routinely discriminated against and their homes demolished, while East Jerusalemites are ‘permanent residents’ rather than citizens), at this particular instance these individuals are included in the boundaries of Israeli identity—but only after the alleged threat to their security has passed. Instead, these individuals become ‘security threats’ because they emerged from the Palestinian city safely. A third example of this complex identity/geography/security boundary involved a Palestinian driver for the Red Crescent, who was prevented from driving back into Nablus after his day at work because his car did not have the proper permit. After much checking with the DCO and the soldier on duty, the women confirmed that it was not possible to get a permit for a small car (which is what he was driving) and that there was not even a process for getting one. Although the man had a permit and had his papers all in order—not to mention the fact that he was returning to

51 Author interview with Eilat and Maya (names have been changed).
52 This incident had a high profile in the Israeli and international media, largely because of the resonance of the event for Jews who experienced similar humiliation under the Nazi regime prior to and during World War II.
53 Author observation, 25 May 2005, Huwarra checkpoint.
54 Ibid.
Nablus and not entering Israel—he was not allowed back home for the evening. Eventually the man drove around to the Western checkpoint of Nablus, Beit Iba, and crossed there. As one Machsom Watch member asked rhetorically:

how is the fact that this [Palestinian] woman is not allowed home to her family providing me with security? How is lots of Palestinians crowded together between one Palestinian area and another providing me with security? How is not allowing people to go from their village of Huwarra to Nablus, two Palestinian areas, giving me security?

At the same time, however, Machsom Watch members were consciously aware of the actual security threats faced by Israel. Their challenge, however, was to negotiate the boundary between what checkpoints were ‘legitimate’ security protection and which were not. For the most part, Watchers agreed that arguments could be made for checkpoints along the Green Line, as states have a legitimate right to police their own borders; the problem, however, is negotiating where exactly Israel’s borders lie, as the government has never stated them officially. The challenge of negotiating these boundaries on the micro level, however, could be seen when driving to and from the permanent checkpoints and encountering a ‘flying’ checkpoint set up by a few soldiers for anywhere from a few minutes to several hours or a roadblock. Often on such occasions we saw lines of Palestinians walking from roadblock to roadblock, switching cars each time, while settlers zipped along the highway without being stopped at all. The women of Machsom Watch often expressed mixed feelings when faced with the roadblocks. On the one hand, they were annoyed by the inconvenience and the hassle of stopping and waiting, and often documented the ‘flying’ checkpoints, earth mounds and other obstacles obstructing Palestinian movement. On the other hand, some of the women noted that they could not be too upset because they could not know the purpose of the checkpoint and maybe there was a tip on a bomb threat and so the checkpoint was actually protecting them. Often, the women would take advantage of their privileged Israeli status to zip around the long line of Palestinian cars at the Tapuach/Zatara junction, even while remarking that this really was not fair and against the spirit of their documentation and observing activity. Laughing, one woman joked about ‘how easy it is to be corrupted.’

Although on occasion the Machsom Watch women took advantage of their status as Israelis to bypass obstacles (like roadblocks) faced by Palestinians, they also traversed boundaries and crossed lines upheld rigidly by most Israelis. For example, on almost every shift in which I participated, the women walked around on both sides of the checkpoints (their organizational badge gave them clearance to remain within eyesight on the ‘Palestinian’ side); wandered through Palestinian neighborhoods abutting the separation barrier, settlements or checkpoints; bought food and other items from Palestinian vendors, and a few women even rode in Palestinian public transportation on Palestinian roads. While this may seem somewhat trivial, it is significant in light of my experience with other Israeli groups and the extreme nervousness of even Israeli activists about riding in
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55 Ibid.
56 Sagi, Presentation at Daila.
57 Rachel, Nora and Anat (names have been changed), 12 February 2005.
a green-plated ‘Palestinian’ car. At times, however, this transportation was more convenient for the Israeli women, as they could (like the Palestinians) pass over (literally) the checkpoints without waiting in their cars and be driven to the next checkpoint without having then to worry about parking their vehicle somewhere as they did their shift. Not all women carried out their shifts this way, but some did. Such actions on the part of Machsom Watch women transcended ‘official’ geopolitical boundaries and led to the drawing of boundaries with those others (Palestinians) also climbing over the barrier or riding in the servees.58

Negotiating Morality and Memory

Although it is perhaps most obvious that Machsom Watch challenges geopolitical boundaries by questioning the role of checkpoints deep in the West Bank and seeking their removal, they also challenge the boundaries of Jewish morality and identity through their appeals to international law and the Holocaust. In crafting their arguments against the checkpoints, Machsom Watch members often appeal to their own memories of or experiences with the Holocaust as well as international law. This is in direct contradiction with mainstream Israeli discourse, which tends to focus on Israeli law and only selectively uses international law.59 While appealing to international law and human rights, Machsom Watch reports and testimonies regularly link these concepts back to events occurring within Israeli society. For example, they point to the increase in domestic abuse and economic injustice within Israel:

When human rights are not honoured they are worn down. Violating one right brings in its wake a series of other violations and ultimately leads to the revoking of all rights. The gross violations of the Palestinians’ rights are destroying options for their dignified human existence. On the Israeli side, we are witnessing the unending erosion of the honouring of those rights.60

Women noted that not only do long hours standing at the checkpoints demoralize Israeli soldiers, but also that the occupation siphons off money that could go toward Israel’s increasing poor population, thereby directly contradicting Jewish ethical duties of caring for the poor and weak. As one member of Machsom Watch stated to a public audience:

The occupation is inflicting terrible suffering on 3.8 million Palestinians. But at the same time it is destroying Israel from within, draining most of its resources and endangering its future as a truly democratic country. Presently tens of thousands of

58 Palestinian shared taxi.
59 On more than one occasion I witnessed debates between Israelis and Palestinians in particular over the applicability of international law to issues in Jerusalem, but also of the relevance of international law in general. Officially Israel claims the Fourth Geneva Convention is not applicable to the Occupied Territories, for example, and generally is highly distrusting of the United Nations, which it sees as highly biased against Israel. Interviews with Israelis in a wide range of civil society organizations also regularly attested to mainstream Israeli distrust of ‘human rights’ discourses. This is in part due to the ‘peace with security’ versus peace with justice’ distinction between Israeli and Palestinian negotiating aims.
Israeli children depend on the soup kitchen while enormous amounts of money are spent for maintaining the occupation.61

While several individuals within the organization analyze the situation in this way, generally speaking, the bulk of Machsom Watch activity aims at raising awareness about and combating human rights and other abuses occurring at the checkpoints. It is also widely perceived within Israel as an ‘extremist’ organization,62 or one that values Palestinian individual rights over Israel’s need for security. For many Israelis, military checkpoints and policies of closure are designed to counter terrorist activity and as such are seen as ‘morally and ethically justified,’ even in the case of a pregnant woman ‘claiming she is trying to reach a hospital.’63 Machsom Watchers counter that, in fact, checkpoints are not about security at all because ‘at most checkpoints Palestinians do not regularly undergo either bodily or belongings search, but are allowed through if they have the proper permits.’64 By de-linking the checkpoints from security—through testimonies that personalize the checkpoints and demonstrate their controlling rather than security-based practices—Machsom Watch strives to legitimize an alternative framing of Israeli (Jewish) morality by re-linking morality to Jewish concern for human rights, justice and respect for the memory of the Holocaust.

In contrast to some on the political right who deploy Holocaust terminology to justify offensive actions against Palestinians (i.e., calling former Palestinian president Yasser Arafat ‘Hitler’), members of Machsom Watch—some of whom are Holocaust survivors—often use the Holocaust as means to explain why they protest the checkpoints. As a founding member of Machsom Watch explains, ‘[f]or many of us, the sight of the endless lines of civilians, standing at gunpoint, exposed to the vagaries of weather, climate and soldiers’ whims, reminds us of other scenes in other places in our own not-too-distant past.’65 Some of the women I interviewed saw the checkpoints and separation barriers as reminiscent of the walls used to ghettoize Jews, and reflected on the lessons of the Holocaust when explaining why they participated in the organization. One woman stated that she had this ‘vague sense that something was going on near me that was not nice’ because of bad reports she heard about what was happening in the ‘Territories’ and wanted to see what was happening for herself. ‘I kept thinking of the village beside Auschwitz and those people who did not do anything and whether they knew or not . . . it seems like they did know what was going on.’66 Another shared a story of how she was detained for ‘disturbing public order’ when she stopped and asked why a bunch of Palestinian men were detained, leaning against a van with their arms in the air. After she recounted her traumatic experience in detail, another woman in the car remarked that ‘all of those people who talk about the Holocaust and how the Germans and the Poles did not do anything to stop it are those who are the first to drive by and not do anything.’67

61 Mayorek, ‘Let’s go to the West Bank.’
64 Keshet, Checkpoint Watch; and Naaman, ‘Silenced outcry,’ p. 170.
65 Keshet, Checkpoint Watch, p. 6.
66 Author interview with Anat (name has been changed), Jerusalem, 12 February 2005.
67 Author interview with Rachel and Nora (names have been changed), Beit Iba, 12 February 2005.
Using the Holocaust in explaining their activism is a highly political act that challenges boundaries of Israeli identity and morality. To quote a Machsom Watch founder:

The politicization of the Holocaust as a constituting factor in Israeli national identity, and in justifying any and all action as necessary defensive measures, is contested by Watchers’ activism ... Remembering the silence of the majority during the Nazi/fascist period impels many of us to speak out, now, while there is still time. The thought of Jews as perpetrators of evil is highly charged for Israelis, and any analogy with the Nazi period in particular is tantamount to sacrilege.\(^{68}\)

In this and other respects, Machsom Watch activism is fundamentally a challenge not only to the military occupation of the Palestinian Territories but also more fundamentally to Jewish Israeli identity and the narratives yoking the community together. Although space does not allow more extensive discussion here, other boundary/identity/morality negotiations I observed, particularly between Machsom Watch members and settlers, demonstrate this contest, as do other reports and analyses of Machsom Watch activity.\(^{69}\)

**Conclusion**

Although Machsom Watch is often seen—even by the families of its members—as an organization concerned primarily with the ‘rights of individual Palestinians’ and not with ‘the Israeli need for security,’\(^{70}\) when analyzed through the theoretical lens of territoriality, one sees the broader moral, social, and political implications of the women’s actions.\(^{71}\) Rather than focusing on *individuals*, Machsom Watch activity highlights *collective* boundaries in its documentation of which categories of people are allowed to pass boundaries demarcated and enforced by Israeli soldiers. In identifying these boundaries—in terms of who is given what permits, which permits are or are not allowed across on a given day or location as well as where they are located (i.e., ‘flying’ and permanent checkpoints and roadblocks inside the West Bank, near settlements, at strategic junctions)—Machsom Watch observers trace out geographic, social and political boundaries of identity. Furthermore, in legitimizing their activism and in arguing against the checkpoints, Machsom Watch members further negotiate and contest boundaries of what it means to be Israeli, Palestinian, and a moral human being. For example, Machsom Watch members question why Palestinians carrying Jerusalem identity cards cannot enter the Palestinian city of Nablus to visit their mothers, or why it is illegal for a Palestinian
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\(^{68}\) Keshet, *Checkpoint Watch*, p. 42.

\(^{69}\) In particular, this is demonstrated by events I observed in Hebron, where Machsom Watch women were sometimes denied entry into the Kiryat Arba settlement for not being Jewish enough or where categories of identity were applied selectively by soldiers and ‘civilians’ (Machsom Watch members as well as settlers—who, because they are usually armed, have ambiguous status) alike. For more discussion, see Keshet, *Checkpoint Watch*; Naaman, ‘Silenced outcry’; Cook, ‘Watching the checkpoints’; and Hass, ‘Candy at the checkpoint.’

\(^{70}\) Duke-Cohen, *The Questions We Must Ask*.

\(^{71}\) I use ‘women’ rather than ‘organization’ intentionally, as there is no centralized hierarchy or official platform for the organization beyond the basic principles listed on its website (www.machsomwatch.org). Consequently, the ‘organization’ is comprised of the individual actions, decisions, and interpretations of the several hundred women—with a wide range of political perspectives—who go to the checkpoints on a regular basis.
relief worker to re-enter the Palestinian city he was allowed to drive out of that morning, or why Palestinian students with Jordanian passports (who are prevented from applying for a Palestinian ID card by the Israeli authorities despite living in a West Bank village) suddenly are not allowed into Nablus to attend university on one day even though on other previous days they were allowed to do so.

In the course of challenging such identity boundaries, Machsom Watch women counteract the displacing and impersonal tendencies of territoriality that hide the relationship between the controller and controlled by shifting attention to ‘neutral’ laws and regulations that obscure their human impact. Machsom Watch members explicitly challenge the official portrayal of checkpoints in the Israeli media as aimed at security and concerned with humanitarian issues. In 2007, for instance, Machsom Watch investigated conditions at the Reihan checkpoint where Palestinians were being held in small unventilated rooms and where one man fainted. According to the Israeli Defense Ministry, however, the military ‘will continue to provide adequate service and continue to make improvements, as we have done thus far.’72 In part due to their desire to challenge the Israeli military’s self-portrayal as ‘the most moral army in the world,’ many Watchers expressed some doubt as to whether they were having their desired aim, or whether they were simply providing another form of legitimation for the army by letting it point to their presence as observers as a sign of its transparency and democracy.73

As one Watcher said, ‘conditions in this checkpoint [Huwarra] have gotten better, no question, but that’s not the point.’ When pressed further, she clarified that ‘the point’ was to end the occupation, to re-order relationships, power structures, and the distribution of resources and not simply to make the checkpoints more humane (although she did not see harm in making the situation better in the meantime).74 Many women expressed their remorse at the army’s use of the term ‘humanitarian lane’ for the concrete lane designated for women, children and elderly that is separate from the men’s line. They appealed to alternative definitions of morality, noting that there is nothing humanitarian about making humans stand in line in the cold and rain for hours to get from home to work, and in the process they counteracted territorial tendencies by highlighting the relationship of control and personal experience of the situation. Machsom Watch members also regretted that young soldiers were given so much power and control and left to their own devices in remote checkpoints, saying it was fair neither to the young soldiers nor the Palestinians, again using personal examples and stories about individual soldiers and Palestinians and noting the dynamics of control. Yet members of Machsom Watch negotiate the boundaries of identity, security and morality with each other as well as with the broader Israeli public. Some Watchers’ focus is to improve the human rights record of the army, by raising awareness of the abuses that can occur at the checkpoints, and using their status as well-connected Israeli citizens to work the system by speaking with Knesset members, army commanders and other officials. This group of women often speaks of their


73 See also Keshet, Checkpoint Watch; and Naaman, ‘Silenced outcry.’

74 Author interview with Dalia (name has been changed).
awareness-raising and human rights-related work as a way of improving the situation at
the checkpoint and thereby reducing the tension, hostility and potential for violence—yet
another bounding of ‘security.’
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